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ABSTRACT

This program based on Simple DirectMedia Layer of Borland Graphics Interface (SDL_bgi). It is used to help this program to compile the source code and display the result in new screen. This program based on library graphics.h. That library is need to help the process of drawing. When drawing a point, line or shape this program need some function that graphics.h owned.

This program build Two Dimension Graphic(2D) functions from the scarth. Its start from build point first, then a line, and a shape. When this program need to make a line, it will build based on a point. And when this program need to make a shape, it will build based on a line. If user want to add a new function besides the functions which are avaible in this program, user can add in MyLine.c and MyTwoDimension.c. The containt of file MyLine.c are point functions and line functions. Then the containt of file MyTwoDimension.c is 2D shape functions.

The advantage of this program is that users can be helped to learn about 2D graphics. For example, user of this program is a student. Student will be helped when they need to know the graphics of some straight-line equations. Besides, this program can be developed into Three Dimension Graphics by user.

Keywords: Two Dimension Shape, Graphics in C, Straight-line equations, Slope-intercept, SDL_bgi.
PREFACE

This project is divided into six chapters. The first chapter explain about background, scope and objective of this final project. The second chapter explain about the SDL_bgi. It is a graph library to help this final project. For the basic formula of this program, this program used y=mx+b from straight-line equation formula.

The third chapter will explain about the functions in this final project. The fourth chapter is about analysis and design of this final project. In this chapter will explain how the program works and be explained by use case diagram and class diagram.

The fifth chapter explain about the implementation and testing of this program. This chapter will displayed some pieces of picture from the result of this final project. The sixth chapter will explain about conclusion of this program.
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